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In the last decade, the incidence of thyroid cancer has been rising progressively. Sev-
eral histological types of thyroid cancers have been classi�ed, with well-established
treatment options. �ese treatment options based on histological classi�cations
include radioactive iodine for both papillary and follicular cells derived cancers (PTC
and FTC, resp.) and surgery for anaplastic thyroid cancers and parafollicular cell-
derived medullary thyroid cancers (MTC).

Despite the general favorable prognosis of thyroid cancers, a small fraction (< 10%)
of PTC and FTC as well as many MTCs and almost all ATCs are not cured by
standard therapy. �e underlying reason for these cancers’ treatment resistance is
the high prevalence of mutations in the MAPK pathway.�is reason has led to FDA
approval of two targeted therapies (Sorafenib and Lenvatinib) for RAI refractory
cancers and another two drugs (Vandetanib and Cabozantinib) for MTC. While
those drugs are reserved for thyroid cancers patients who fail conventional treatment
options, the development of tumoral resistance to these drugs represents an obstacle
for ultimate cure. �erefore, the need to uncover molecular tumorigenic pathways
for these cancers as well as their tumoral microenvironment biological properties is
becoming crucial for developing more e�ective therapies.

�e topic of this special issue is cell biology of advanced thyroid cancer (i.e.,
medullary, anaplastic, and poorly di�erentiated) and new strategies of treatment
including targeted therapies or immunotherapies. Studies using animal or cell
culture models to investigate molecular mechanisms will be published. Special
attention will be given to new therapeutic targets and molecules. �is special issue
will also cover reports on patients, providing novel mechanistic insights into the
underlying pathogenesis or new aspects that may impact clinical therapy. Novel
surgical techniques arewelcome andwill be highly considered aswell. Review articles
are also welcome.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Genetics of advanced thyroid cancer

Role of immunotherapy

Tumor microenvironment and mechanisms of immunoescape

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors and their use in advanced thyroid cancer

Circulating tumor cells/miRNA in advanced thyroid cancer

New proposed drugs with regarding to thyroid cancer cytopathology

Novel surgical techniques and surgical advances for thyroid cancers
according to cytodiagnostic approaches

Nanotechnology and gene based therapies applied in cytological
examinations

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/acp/batcs/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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